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TESTIMONIALS
FROM OUR CLIENTS
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“The project was a real success both in terms of the general organisation, pedagogy and

delivery. The teachers were excellent; I was amazed by the level of engagement of the

student group, their skills and their questioning. I think the majority of students found it

very stimulating and will have made a profound effect on them.”

Teacher Co-ordinator at Bluecoat Academy

"You worked amazingly well with the students; they were obviously engaged and willing

to give free time to be involved. You showed great patience, flexibility and empathy to

those involved.”

Teacher Co-ordinator at Nottingham Girl's

High School

"The 1:1 tuition really sparked the girls' imagination!"

Teacher Co-ordinator at Nottingham Girl's

High School



Upon inception, Coding with CodeX was created with

empowerment, diversity and inclusion at its core. This remains

evident within our management team, the teachers we hire and

the students we teach. Our vision is to instil these values within

the rapidly growing tech industry where a systemic lack of

neuro and gender-diversity prevails. To accomplish this, we

create courses and provide work opportunities to older

students just entering the tech industry who subsequently

impart their knowledge and insight onto younger generations.

Our initial mission was to tackle the unjust under-

representation of people with ASC and, thanks to our

continued success, we now empower women and those from

lower socioeconomic backgrounds.

Our experience with ASC students was instrumental in

moulding Coding with CodeX into what it is today – a brand

that enables people to realise their true potential by

advocating collaboration and tailored education. At CodeX,

we believe that tutored coding lessons are the key to

cultivating a more rewarding experience when learning to

code. Tutoring allows for adaptive teaching styles that meet

the precise needs of every student. Plus, our tutors do more

than just teach. They inspire! Our courses are built with the

power of tuition in mind. They are meticulously designed to be

comprehensive and to make learning to code both engaging

and exciting through collaborative, project-based learning.

A tutored coding experience has been overlooked in the world

of education and we believe that, when utilised to its fullest

extent, it can take students from all backgrounds to new

heights in the tech industry!
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A WORD FROM OUR

 FOUNDER
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   MEET THE TEAM 
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Faisal Patel

Director

Fore Obatusin

CEO

Ayomide Odunaiya

Director

DIRECTORS

Josh Flegg

Head of CPR

Marcel Buchanan

CPR Representative

Simi Oladele

CPR Representative

CLIENT AND PARTNER RELATIONS

Annabel Mair

Human Resources

Ade Tokuta

Human Resources

HUMAN RESOURCES
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FINANCE

Alexander Ullmer

Finance Manager

Ayo Obileye

Finance Manager

Hope Greenwood

Marketing Director

Divyam Gurung

Marketing Director

MARKETING

Chia Anamekwe

Tech Team
Member

Nicola Banks
Tech Team 

Co-ordinator

Nainisha Desai

Tech Team 

Co-ordinator

 

TECHNOLOGY

   MEET THE TEAM 
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Women

78% of students can't name a famous woman in tech, and only 3%

of females say a career in tech is their first choice.** For women,

accessing a male-dominated industry can be daunting and

challenging. In our mission to diversify the workforce, we strive to

increase the visibility of women in the industry whilst providing

them with the required skills. We partner with all-girl schools whilst

committing to having over half of our team and pool of teachers as

women wherever possible.

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X

W H O  A R E  W E ?

*According to the 2016 NAS Employment Gap Report
**According to a 2017 PWC Women in Tech Report

Coding with CodeX is an award-winning social enterprise that aims to improve the employability of

people by teaching them how to code. Through education, our mission is to combat

underrepresentation in the tech industry. We deliver bespoke and specialised tutored coding courses

for everyone, specifically targeting:

Only 16% of people with Autism are in full-time employment.* As a

result, we strongly believe that young people with autism should have

access to develop useful and employable skills, specifically coding.

Students with Autism have a higher chance of excelling in jobs

requiring precision and repetition, hence, coding is one of the most

valuable skills students with ASC can develop. We provide specialised

courses that are designed to be accessible for students with ASC

through an individualistic teaching style.

Students with ASC

In our endeavour of inclusivity, we expanded our vision to also include

those from low-socioeconomic backgrounds. Through ongoing and

expanding partnerships with various organisations, this has enabled

us to offer subsidised courses to those who may not currently be in a

position to afford it.

Students from Lower Socioeconomic backgrounds
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Intended for students with no

programming experience

Despite being taught in Python 3+ aimed

at teaching the fundamental concepts

of programming.

Covers variables, operators, user inputs,

string manipulation and iterators/loops.

Have a solid understanding of the

fundamentals of Python 3+

Be confident in their independent

understanding and implementation of

the fundamental concepts

Build a text-based UI game

BEGINNERS'
 

Students will...

Build directly on the fundamentals

covered in the Beginner's course

Explore advance concepts such as

recursion, error exception, functions and

procedures. 

Develop core skills such as array, lists

and string manipulation.

Have a strong knowledge basis to take

on independent programming projects. 

Be at a level equivalent to a 2nd year

Computer Science student in Python 3+.

INTERMEDIATE
 

Students will...

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X

OUR CURRENT COURSES
With the assumption that our students are either fairly or completely new to coding, our courses teach

Python 3+, a highly regarded and widely used programming language. Our lessons are usually run in

an hour-long session to ensure optimum concentration levels are maintained. However, we are aware

that the needs of different children vary and so we are flexible on lesson duration. Our primary

offering is our Beginners' course, which has various follow-up courses: Intermediate and then the

Advanced Specialised courses. All courses are 10 lessons long*, with the tenth lesson being a

ceremony and an employability or industry insight session with one of our sponsors.**

**Limited availability. Please Enquire.
*Shorter 6-week courses are available should this be preferred.

SPECIALISED ADVANCED

These courses follow on from our previous Beginners' and Intermediate Python

courses, offering the opportunity to discover more about Python's uses. 

You have the choice of 3 courses:

 

Object-Oriented Programming

 

Make code easier to read,

maintain and reuse with this

programming paradigm, 

through learning OOP

fundamentals, inheritance and

polymorphism

 

Data Science

Use the full power of Python

to analyse data and create

stunning data visualisations

Graphics

Create a Hangman game

with Tkinter for Python using

GUI (Graphical User

Interface) design and a

project-oriented approach

(8 lessons)Pre-requisite: Beginners'Pre-requisite: IntermediatePre-requisite: Intermediate (10 lessons) (10 lessons)
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All our courses are 10 hours long, spanning either 5 or 10 weeks, giving

students the opportunity to engage in a coding experience that is tailored

to their needs through the course's delivery and format at a steady learning

pace. We also offer schools a FREE taster session should they want to trial

our courses before making a full commitment.

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X

CodeX aims to ensure that all ASC lessons focus on our USP. A truly

individualistic approach to teaching. Therefore we aim to always maintain a

standard student to teacher ratio of 2:1 to ensure that the teachers can tailor

their teaching style to their students, enhancing their learning experience. For

this course, we typically require to teach in a computer classroom, where

each student has access to a computer/laptop.

2:1 ASC Tuition

 In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have adapted our services to be compliant

for in-person lessons and also available online via Zoom Video Communications

should schools prefer this type of delivery.

For our non-ASC lessons, we provide two tutors to teach 

an average classroom size, delivering the lessons in a classroom 

format, where students can complete the course with the assistance of our

tutors at hand. For this course, we typically require computer classroom

facilities, featuring a projector or interactive whiteboard and a

computer/laptop for each student.

Non-ASC Tuition

Online

COURSE DELIVERY

*Shorter 5-week courses are avaiable should this be prefered.

10 Hour Courses; Free Taster



In-Person Courses

Non-ASC ASC

£1,5001 Class*

2 Classes

3 Classes

£2,300

£2,900

£1,500

£2,200

£2,800

Online Courses

Non-ASC ASC

1 Class*

3 Classes

2 Classes

£1,200

£2,000

£2,500

£1,200

£1,800

£2,300

In our aim to target students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, we are happy to

provide a discounted price for schools with a high percentage of students from this

demographic.

OUR PRICES

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X 1 0

*Non-ASC class size of up to 30 students. ASC class size of up to 5 students.
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COURSE EXTRAS
With the development of our Coding with CodeX Community, there are a plethora of new features and

enhancements to the students' learning experience that we can offer. The Partner Package aims to

provide a platform that enables students to engage with other coders whilst exploring more coding

content available on site. Meanwhile, the Student Suport Package provides students with regular

access to a tutor who can guide them throughout their personal coding journey beyond the confines of

course lesson times.* 

N.B. All prices quoted for up to 100 students.

Access to recordings of course lessons

Available for the duration of the course.

Interactive tutor group 

Can be used to answer any queries outside of lesson time. Available for the duration of the

course. 

Weekly 'Red Rooms'

These are industry-practised sessions that take place via Zoom to discuss any questions

about the course with tutors. Available for the duration of the course. 

Student Support Package - £500

Private group on our community platform

Members can interact with each other and share knowledge and questions.

Join a Global University Coding Community 

Network and learn with other aspiring student programmers from all over the world! 

Access to our Mini-Tutorials, blog articles and forum discussion.

These are bite-size courses on various topics across Computer Science and coding practices.

 Access to our growing coding community with 700+ site members 

Members have the opportunity to contribute to the community and get exposure.

Early Access to our Jobs Portal 

Members can apply for and post for different freelance jobs.

 

Partner Package - Free of Charge

*Only available when bought in conjunction with one of our coding courses.
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Monthly - £150

Pay on a monthly basis. Cancel anytime.

Yearly - £1440

Equivalent to 20% off or almost 3 months free of charge!

Subscription Pricing

One Active Tutor assigned to your group 

For the duration of the subscription 

Private 'Red Rooms' once a week

For the duration of the subscription 

Priority access to Hackathons with our partners

For the duration of the subscription 

Priority access to employability workshops and partner events

e.g. C.V. development workshops and Industry Insight sessions for the duration of the

subscription.

Members can opt-in to be a featured candidate on jobs portal

Increases visibility and likelihood of being selected for jobs. For theduration of the subcription.

 

Platinum Community Member

The Platinum Community Member Subscription aims to give students consistent access to a coding

tutor irrespective of whether a course has been purchased with us or not. In addition to the Partner

Package, the PCM combines the benefits of the SSP all year round with additional access to really

focus on the enhancement of employability! From hackathons to workshops, the PCM is the perfect

option if you're looking to provide students with an excellent coding education coupled with and

regular and tailored access to our top tutors and events.

PLATINUM COMMUNITY
MEMBER

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X

N.B. All prices quoted for up to 100 students.

1 2



More recently, we began collaborating with Next

Jump and delivered several lessons as part of

their Community Online Academy, providing

employability skills to hundreds of students both

in the UK and overseas. We have also featured in

the National Association for Special Education

Needs (NASEN) and, more recently The Times.

Through our sponsorships with top companies,

we aim to provide exceptional service and truly

memorable experiences and opportunities that

will not only be engaging and fun, but most

importantly, improve the employability of our

students.

We are extremely proud to partner with

numerous corporations in a range of mutually

beneficial projects. 

BIC, Cascade and EY provide us with generous

grants so that we can hire excellent tutors and

provide ASC friendly content that is sure to both

enthuse and challenge students. We also have a

strong partnership with Ford. In Spring 2019, they

sent down some of their representatives and put on

a truly inspiring insight day at a school we

previously taught at, encouraging students to

consider the tech industry. With our partners, this is

just an example of the events we hope to bring

students this academic year. 

OUR PARTNERS
AND SPONSORS

1 3C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X



Ashia Ogunlade - Computer Science with a Year in Industry

"Working with CodeX has given me the opportunity to teach a range of

different school children over the past few weeks and share my coding skills

with them. I’ve also actually learnt a lot from the kids while teaching them,

and we all really enjoy the lessons, so it’s been a great shared experience."

Arrjun Ramkumar - Computer Science BSc

"I decided to join CodeX as it gave me the opportunity to teach something

I'm passionate about to people of all ages. CodeX has given me the

opportunity to teach over 1000 pupils how to code in multiple coding

languages which is phenomenal."

OUR TUTORS

Agustín Colotto - Computer Science with AI MSci

"I wanted to join CodeX because  I like teaching, especially when it involves

younger people, as I believe if I teach them the right way they will feel

motivated and continue down the educational path."

Becca Wye - Computer Science BSc

"I joined CodeX because I love coding and I wish I'd had the opportunity to

learn when I was a lot younger, so I find it great that I now get to pass on my

passion to children."

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X 1 4

We hire our tutors from some of the top Russell Group Universities in the country, who are

highly skilled in coding and have benefited from some of the best teaching universities have

to offer.

We pride ourselves on hiring exemplary tutors that match CodeX's high standards and act as mentors

and role models to our students. We place all tutors through an assessment centre and rigorous training,

ensuring that they are fully prepared for every lesson, and have a comprehensive understanding of how

to effectively teach children both with and without ASC. Tutors who teach on school premises will have

enhanced DBS checks completed through the school's DBS provider. Meet some of our tutors below! 



OUR AUDIENCE
LOCAT  ON

UK

France

USA

Belgium

Netherlands

Empowering students globally.

We have undergone rapid expansion plans to open up our services beyond just our

immediate sphere of influence. This year, over lockdown we have expanded from just a few

locations in the United Kingdom to other countries in Europe and even the United States

thanks to help from our partners. Our online services have enabled us to increase

engagement with our digital audience, reaching over 8,000 eager students worldwide!  

All services in this brochure are available globally through our online offering. Our in-person

courses are currently available in London where we have previously taught ASC students at

Bluecoat Academy (Archway Learning Trust), and both ASC & Non-ASC students at

Nottingham Girls’ High School (Girls Day School Trust).

C O D I N G  W I T H  C O D E X 1 5

1,000+ students worldwide

The Netherlands
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TESTIMONIALS
FROM OUR STUDENTS
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100% 
of participating schools

said they would be

interesting in a follow-up

course and would

recommend to other

schools

93% 
of participating

students beleive our

course made them

a better

programmer

89% 
of participating

students rated

their tutor as "very

good" or

"excellent"

"My son and I look forward to this class every week. The tutors make it fun!"

"It was a wonderful experience and the tutor was excellent. The teaching materials are

well designed and easy to understand."

"Brilliant! Enjoyed it immensely."

"Very impressed that I could send a game to my family to play."

"I love this course! I learnt a lot and it was really informative."

"Well presented for those of us that are complete beginners!"

"It was a wonderful experience and the tutor was excellent. The teaching materials are

well designed and easy to understand."
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